Very interesting article on the country How New Jersey's environmental justice law is beginning to affect operators around the world. Waste Dive interviewed an environmental lawyer on how landfill the local community opposed: Never stop thinking and never stop trying!

Best piece of business advice you've gotten or learned over the years?

What's something about you (a fun fact) that not many people know?

What do you think the industry is changing and what trends do you see coming up on the horizon?

I have only ever danced with one woman in my life, and she is my high school sweetheart, and wife of 22 years, Monica!

What challenges do you think the industry is facing and what trends do you see coming up on the horizon?

Making a difference in the environment to help protect the natural resources we all rely on.

To learn more about shingle recycling.

Around 7-8 years. What materials do you recycle? Can you share more on the topic of carpet? This logic could apply to other construction materials:
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